ASHP Clinical Skills Competition Coordinator Handbook Summary

**Defining the Clinical Skills Competition**
The Clinical Skills Competition provides pharmacy students with the opportunity to apply his or her didactic education and clinical knowledge in an interactive, team-based analysis of clinical scenarios for health-system pharmacist, including but not limited to a particular practice setting, disease state or type of drug therapy.

**Defining the Role of the Local Coordinator**
The role of the Local Coordinator is vital to the success of the Clinical Skills Competition, facilitating the date, time, arena, promotion and turnout for the program.

**Defining the Main Responsibilities of the Local Coordinator**
The main responsibilities of the Local Coordinator in the Clinical Skills Competition includes but is not limited to:
- Complete online Report Form A by **July 25th** to report Local Coordinator
- Schedule date, time and place for Local Clinical Skills Competition, to be held by November 1st
- Recruit panel of judges for Local Clinical Skills Competition
- Promote Local Clinical Skills Competition
- Facilitate and oversee Local Clinical Skills Competition
- Complete online Report Form B by **November 1st** to report winners of the Local Clinical Skills Competition
- Prepare winners to participate in the National Clinical Skills Competition

**For More Information**
For more information, please refer to the ASHP Clinical Skills Competition Coordinator Handbook. For additional questions or concerns, please contact students@ashp.org.